Author's Criticism of Social Security Brings FBI Probe

DANBURY, Conn. Aug. — A novelist and two sons in the armed services, expressed dissatisfaction with social security laws and attributed them to German origin, caused the FBI to investigate, it was learned today, and brought from her a pamphlet entitled, "What Is This—the Godtapo?"

While the FBI declined to reveal the source of its information, a further complication was introduced by the fact that Mrs. Lane's signature on the card had been misinterpreted as "C. G. Lang."

The card was addressed to Samuel Grafton, New York newspaper columnist, and was mailed last spring in comment on a radio address Mr. Grafton had made praising social security. Mr. Grafton in New York said today he had never received it.

Shortly afterward a State policeman interrogated her about the card, Mrs. Lane said, and, as a result of the incident, she wrote a pamphlet, just distributed by the National...